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Secure Print Solutions Provider

The TALL Group of Companies comprises TALL
Security Print Limited, based in Runcorn, Cheshire
and Checkprint Limited, based in Hinckley,
Leicestershire.

The TALL Group specialise in providing security
printing and electronic payments solutions and systems 
for the Corporate, Banking and Financial Sector, including 
cheques, credits and other secure documents.

As the nominated supplier of security documents to
Barclays Bank PLC, HBOS, Royal Bank of Scotland
Group, Alliance & Leicester and Girobank the TALL
Group enjoys a substantial reputation amongst the
largest financial services companies in the UK.

Since 1991 the TALL Group has been staffed by carefully
recruited and trained security print and design professionals,
supporting the trust and reliability required of CPAS
accredited printers by Clearing Banks, Building Societies,
Corporate and Small Business customers.

Cheque and Credit Clearing 
Company Limited Accredited 
Security Printers 9523 & 9538
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The CheckPrint Solution and Business Benefits

Benefits to Your Business

Improved efficiency – CheckPrint Solution can
 streamline processes and integrate with
 existing systems. Even multiple legacy systems can  
 be used to provide data in many different formats  
 through a single application.

Fraud protection – secure systems, approved printers
 and toners and accredited cheque stock protect
 your payments from fraudulent alteration.

Inbuilt modulus checking – when entering any sort
 code and account number combination, anywhere 
 in the system, a modulus check routine is employed  
 to eliminate errors.

Control and audit – the system allows you to   
configure access at departmental and individual  
 operator levels for total  control and security.  
 Full Audit trails are retained in the system.

User friendly & flexible – the software is specifically
 designed to accommodate existing operating
 systems and financial programmes. This ensures that
 users are already familiar with the design and layout
 of the software and improves the ease of use.

Reporting – payments and funds can be monitored
 quickly and easily using a range of reports, which  
 can be exported in CSV format for uploading into  
 Excel or for other required uses.

The CheckPrint Solution

The CheckPrint Solution is an innovative, secure
and versatile electronic and paper document
processing system comprising both software and
hardware, which is designed to produce general and
clearing standard documents on demand. Whether
you need to print cheques, bank giro credits, issue
Bacs or CHAPS payments, email, fax or print
remittances or statements, the system can be
configured to meet your business requirements.

The CheckPrint Solution was one of the key
products that led to Checkprint being awarded the
Queen’s Award for Enterprise: Innovation 2005. The
technology employed makes this one of the leading
cheque and payment related systems in the world.

The system utilises software based on proven in-house
production systems that have been further developed
to provide greater security and ease of use. Pira*
Grade 1 approved MICR* printers are used in
conjunction with the software to enable you to print
your complete documents easily and securely.
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One of a number of applications available in the 
Integrated Payments Solution, combining your 
requirements to make cheque payments with Bacs 
payments, Direct Debit collections, CHAPS and Faster 
Payments.
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Protecting Your Business 
Against Fraud
l Access to the system is controlled using CheckPrint 
 Authentication and/or Windows Authentication 
 as required.

l Allows password strength and expiry terms to be set.

l The system is built around a SQL Server Database  
 with sensitive fields encrypted as standard and  hash  
 values used to prevent alteration.

l The system has the option of using encrypted  
 hardware security devices at the print station.

 
Flexible Data Input Options
The CheckPrint Solution can issue payments and 
remittances using files that are generated from an 
existing financial accounting system (exported data 
files) and/or using information that is entered 
manually into the system.

 
Exported Data Files

l Supports data from virtually all accounting and  
 bespoke systems in almost any format: CSV, fixed  
 width field, text files and print spooler files.

l Accepts different formats and types of files from 
 multiple systems concurrently, processing them 
 seamlessly in one simple consistent operation.

l Automatic import of available files using Directory 
 Watch/Monitor.

 
Direct Database Connection

l The system supports direct connection to SQL,  
 Oracle and many other databases, either directly or  
 using an ODBC connection.

 
Data-push

l Other systems can populate data directly into the 
database tables.

 
Manual Data Entry

l Allows cheque and electronic payments to be  
 generated and authorised for maximum flexibility.

l Multi-terminal installation supports many 
 advanced functions.

l Data ‘pass-through’ option for reconciliation in 
 financial systems.

l Supports lookup feature on previously keyed data.

l Supports direct or ODBC connections to other  
 databases during data entry. i.e. Keying a customer  
 account number in the relevant field can return  
 much of the additional information for generating  
 the cheque record.

l Further enhanced features include scanning of  
 supporting documents for use by verifiers. 

 
Total Control of Authorisation
 
Remote Verification Module

l When making cheque payments the system can 
 apply all signatures, with the optional Remote  
 Verification Module giving signatories control  
 over the signature release process from their own  
 terminals.

l An identical process can also be used for authorising  
 Bacs or CHAPS payments, enabling a standardised  
 process to be used throughout your business.

l The Remote Verification Module enables access to  
 the system via normal network, thin client or VPN,  
 this can even be used via a broadband mobile  
 connection to approve/decline transactions.

l Signature graphic files are totally secure and are  
 stored in the database as encrypted binary files.  
 Signatures may be linked to individual verifiers, so  
 each cheque is ‘signed’ by the relevant verifier.

l Signature lines can also be applied for manual  
 signing if required.

l Verifier groups can automatically receive    
 notification that payments require verifying upon  
 import or creation of data.

l Once verified, the print operators can also receive  
 an email notification that cheques are available for  
 printing.

l Authorised personnel can easily and securely 
 reprint spoiled cheques.

The System Overview
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Supports Multiple Print Layouts
l Many print templates, letters or form layouts may  
 be used concurrently.

l Supports letters with variable and fixed data or a  
 combination of both.

l Supports ledger remittances or statements 
 and allows page and column sub-totaling and  
 linework configuration by authorised users.

l Multiple page remittance advices overflow onto 
 plain paper or dedicated continuation sheets.

l Template editing facility allows on the spot 
 alterations to letter and table layouts. 

l No time delay or cost to alter print layouts.

Secure Reprint Capability
l Cheques damaged after printing or during mailing  
 and enclosing can be easily and securely reprinted  
 by authorised re-print operators. 

l No need to re-import data from source system.

l Tight audit controls for security.

Advanced Cheque Security 
to Prevent Fraud
l Fully C&CCC compliant stocks with audit numbers.

l Cheque printing layout complies with the C&CCC’s  
 highest recommendations for security.

l Additional security panel, with fully user    
 configurable content, ensures fraudulent alteration is  
 easily detected.

l Advanced security design features.

l Optional extra security features are available, 
 such as APV (Adhesion Promoting Varnish), 
 holograms etc.

l Free bespoke design and advisory service.

Never Run Out of Stock Again
l The system has an inbuilt ‘Active Stock Control’ 
 element that enables the user to configure   
 appropriate re-order levels. When the defined level  
 is reached you are prompted to reorder.

l The TALL Group offer C&CCC accredited secure 
 storage with just-in-time delivery. This enables the 
 bulk ordering of stock to take advantage of reduced 
 costs without the worry of securely storing excess 
 stationery items in house. 

Single Stock Capability
l A single stationery stock may used to accommodate 
 multiple brands/accounts as branding, logos and 
 account details can be applied at point of printing.

l Multiple stocks each with unique branding can also 
 be accommodated.

 

Comprehensive Reporting 

and Audit
l There is a full search facility on all data fields. 
  
l A range of standard reports is available, including 
 full Summary, Audit and Session reports.

l Full audit trail of all operator access and actions  
 is retained in the system. This provides complete  
 auditability of payments.

l Stock audit and cheque numbers are linked, 
 providing comprehensive payment records.

Monitor Payments and Funds 
Quickly and Easily
l Summary Reports and Audit Reports can be 
 automatically sent via e-mail to required recipients 
 immediately after printing/issuance. This enables 
 accounts managers to monitor payments and 
 funds quickly and easily.

Reconciliation Module
l Allows bank statement files in all the common  
 formats to be uploaded and reconciles payments   
 against cheques issued or Bacs payments in the  
 system.

The System Overview
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Installation
Prior to an installation a specification of requirements 
meeting will usually be held and a fully documented 
system specification supplied for sign off.

The installation and set up depends on your individual 
business requirements and includes all hardware and 
software configurations. Our own team will install the 
system and ensure that it is fully functional, fine-tuning 
the system and templates to your requirements during 
the installation.

Training
Comprehensive on-site training is provided for 
operators, administrators and IT staff.

Support
The TALL Group is committed to supporting you for 
as long as your system is in use. Support is provided 
via a dedicated help-line number (01455) 623729, 
which is staffed by our highly trained customer 
service team.

Technical Support 
Access to a technical expert is always available 
during office hours. A one-hour response is standard 
for telephone queries with next day onsite visits 
available if required.

 
Quality Control 
 To ensure that the quality of your secure documents 
 comply with C&CCC regulations the TALL Group 
 provides ongoing MICR quality control as part 
 of the CheckPrint Solution service.

Consumable Supplies  
 Our team will ensure you never run out of stock of 
 the essential consumables.

 Accredited toners and cheque stock can be ordered 
 and our MICR checking service ensures that your 
 print quality is maintained to clearing standards.

Ongoing Support 
 As a TALL Group customer we will continue to offer 
 you support and advice. As your organisation or 
 operating practices change and develop we will 
 work with you to develop systems that support this.

Contingency
If you print cheques in two or more locations using the 
CheckPrint Solution, you will have the facility to 
transfer files from one location to the other, allowing 
your contingency arrangements to be extended to 
your payment processes.

Outsourcing Option
As an alternative to a full system, the TALL Group can 
accept secure data files and print the documents on 
your behalf. This enables you to focus on your core 
business with the confidence that the documents are 
being printed in a secure environment by a CPAS 
accredited printer. Please ask for further details 
of this service.

Installation and Support



CheckPrint Solution
Standard Processes for

Cheque Printing

CheckPrint Solution
Optional Processes for

Cheque Printing

Cheque file generated in
accounting/MI System

and exported

Print user logs on to
CheckPrint Solution

File imported into
CheckPrint Solution

Cheques printed

Audit trail 
completed

CheckPrint Solution
closed

Data input operators log onto 
CheckPrint Solution data input 

module and input cheque requests

Benefits of Optional Processes
 ● Space and costs savings made by scanning and attaching  
  documents required for reconciliation.

 ● Security by separating data input from cheque printing and  
  using encrypted hard drive.

 ● Full control for high value/ sensitive cheques using levels 
  of verification to enable senior authorisation.

 ● Add security and increase efficiency by using a pressure seal  
  printing option to reduce handling of cheque payments.

 ● Easy reporting & audit control for offsite supervision enabled  
  by remote notification.

Scans of supporting
documentation can be 
attached for use in the

verification and 
approval process

Pressure seal option

Encrypted hard drive
connected and accessed

Reconciliation file
generated automatically

Email advice of cheque run 
completion sent automatically to 

account controller(s)

Inbuilt mandatory controls. Up to 9 
levels of verification can be built in 

before cheques can be printed
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Bacs

 
Payment Processing
The CheckPrint Solution also has the facility to 
convert files imported from your accounting system, or 
entered manually, into a Standard 18 Bacs format. 
These are then transmitted onwards, through 
appropriate software such as Checkprint Bacstel-IP 
Solution powered by Experian Payments UK Gateway 
or other Bacstel-IP compliant software, to your bank.

Remittance Processing
The Bacs Remittance Module automatically identifies 
the most cost efficient method available to send 
remittances, selecting from email, fax, SMS text 
message or printed for mailing. The savings to be 
gained from using this system over the usual printing, 
enclosing and mailing process are easily quantifiable.

The system, provided either as an integral part of the 
CheckPrint Solution or as stand alone e-Remittance 
Software, works with any Bacstel-IP software.

Full integration with Checkprint Bacstel-IP Solution 
powered by Experian Payments UK Gateway 
supports ‘lights-out’, fully automated running with no 
user intervention and maintains data integrity from 
payments to remittances via a unique ‘closed 
loop’ process. The validation of account details 
ensures that only correct remittance advice is 
generated.

Remittance template layouts are configurable within 
the system and dedicated fax cover sheets may 
also be defined.

Full fax transmission reports are generated and the 
system supports SMTP, MAPI and Microsoft Exchange 
Server operation with a secure log-on built in for 
the latter.

The system uses PDF methodology to ensure small, 
unalterable document files are despatched. 
Resending of documents can be carried out quickly 
and easily to email, fax or print, even to email 
addresses and fax numbers different from those 
contained in the original data file.

CHAPS

 
Payment Processing
The CheckPrint Solution can also be used to give 
you total control over your CHAPS payment process. 
Data may be input using the Manual Data Entry 
Module then the details authorised using the 
Verification Module.

To maximise the control over authorisation various 
limits may be defined for different verifiers and for 
payments over certain values you have the option 
of two or more verifiers.

Once verified the system generates a SIF format file 
for onward transmission to your bank using any 
proprietary CHAPS software or your bank’s own 
internet based or dedicated CHAPS software.

A further file can then be configured and automatically 
output for uploading into your accounting or MIS 
system to complete the reconciliation process. All 
payments will have a complete audit trail within the 
CheckPrint Solution to meet the demands of the 
most rigorous audit processes.

Remittance Processing
The CHAPS remittance processing system 
automatically identifies the most cost efficient method 
available to send remittances, selecting from email, 
fax, or printed for mailing. The process and features 
for CHAPS are similar to those described for Bacs.

Electronic Payment & Remittance Processing



Standard Processes for 
Payment & Remittance 

Production

Optional Processes for 
Payment & Remittance 

Production

Payment & Remittance 
Production when using 

the Checkprint 
Bacstel-IP Solution 

Remittance/Payment File 
generated in 

accounting/MI system 
and exported

Print user logs on to
CheckPrint Solution

Encrypted hard drive
connected & accessed

File imported or data input 
using the Manual Data 

Entry Module into 
CheckPrint Solution

Up to 8 levels of verification 
can be built in before the 

file is submitted

Standard 18 File generated 
by CheckPrint Solution and 
submitted to the Checkprint 

Bacstel-IP Solution

Remittances 
emailed/faxed/printed 

(fax/email time may be set)

Reconciliation File
generated automatically

'Returns' file imported
and reconciled in 

CheckPrint Solution

CheckPrint Solution
closed
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Validation of Account Details
As an additional feature, BANK WIZARD® from 
Experian Payments may be incorporated. This will 
validate the account number and sort code and advise 
operators at the point of data input if an account can 
accept the electronic payment. The validation process 
ensures all payments reach the intended recipient at the 
correct time and eliminates operator error.

Other Payment Systems
The CheckPrint Solution can be configured to 
support other payment systems such as Faster 
Payments and Swift Payments.

Electronic Payment & Remittance Processing

The Checkprint Bacstel-IP Solution is powered by Experian Payments UK Gateway. 
Experian Payments UK Gateway is a registered trademark of Experian Limited. 
Checkprint is an authorised Experian reseller.
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Business Requirements
Q  We have multiple accounts across various banks, 
 requiring different formats of letter for each. 
 Can this be accommodated? 
A  YES. This is standard functionality for the system.

Q  We have two separate businesses that must be 
 kept segregated. Can a single system deal 
 with this? 
A  YES. Different operators may have different rights 
 and the system can be configured to allow 
 visibility of only one business’s data to 
 particular operators.

Q  We want to allocate specific cheque number 
 ranges to different payment types. Can this be 
 accommodated? 
A  YES. The system is flexible enough to   
 accommodate this, provided the payment type 
 is defined by import file name or within a field 
 in the import file.

 
Data Files
Q  We have numerous (legacy) systems e.g. SAP, 
 Sage, Aggresso, Sun Accounts, Oracle etc  
 outputting different file formats and layouts – 
 can the system accommodate this? 
A  YES. The system is configured in such a way that 
 each file format will be imported as a ‘Product’. 
 The product may be account or stock specific, 
 or multiple files can utilise a single template, 
 account or stock.

Q  What file-naming conventions are required? 
A  Each file name must be unique. We recommend 
 date and time stamping each file for security. 
 Where multiple file formats are used and imported 
 for printing different ‘Products’, the initial part of 
 the character string should be consistent 
 to allow filtering at the import stage.

Q  Some systems supply the cheque numbers, 
 others do not. Can the CheckPrint Solution 
 cope with number allocation for some accounts 
 in this situation? 
A  YES. A different product set-up will be needed for 
 each type of file, but this is typical of many 
 installations and is a standard feature.

Q  Cheque and Remittance data is currently output 
 in different files. Do we need a single file with 
 all the data? 
A  NO. We can configure the system to deal with this 
 provided common unique identifiers for a single 
 document are present in each file.

Print Format
Q  We have a requirement to print cheques only 
 for one or two accounts, rather than cheque 
 remittances which are required for all the other 
 accounts. Can the system do this? 
A  YES. The system can be configured to print any 
 form or layout of document required, typically 
 cheque remittances and 3-cheques-to-a-page 
 are the most common formats.

Q  Our letters are all individually keyed, but we would 
 like to produce them on a cheque remittance with 
 the cheque at the foot, can this be done? 
A  YES. The letters would need to be saved to 
 a folder with a file-name the same as the 
 corresponding cheque reference or number. 
 The system can then import the files and merge 
 them into a single record in the database.

Hardware
Q  Can we use any printer? 
A  NO. The C&CCC require cheques to be printed on 
 Pira Grade 1 printers. The Pira accreditation is 
 given to a matched toner and printer as a pair. 
 Failure to use a Pira Grade 1 printer may result 
 in a much higher risk of fraudulent alteration 
 to your cheques. Checkprint has its own toner 
 specially manufactured and takes the printers and 
 toner through the Pira accreditation process.

Q  We have an existing Pira standard MICR printer 
 that we would like to use. Can we do this?

A  YES. Provided the printer is still producing 
 cheques to the required standard and the printer 
 and toner are Pira Grade 1 listed we can attach 
 this to the system.

Q Can we use standard toner? 
A  NO. The system applies the MICR code-line 
 when printing, so the toner used has to be a 
 special MICR toner. The toner also has specific 
 adhesive properties to achieve Pira Grade 1 
 accreditation.

Q  We don’t permit USB devices. Does the system 
 necessarily require the USB drive to operate? 
A  NO. The USB device gives an additional level of 
 security, but is not mandatory. The application 
 may be installed directly on the terminal, but will 
 be locked to that drive and cannot be copied.

The CheckPrint Solution - FAQs
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Platform
Q  We have an existing SQL server. Can we use this 
 for the installation? 
A  YES. The Checkprint database can be appended 
 to this to maiximise the benefits of your existing 
 investment.

Q  We do not have SQL server. Do we need it? 
A  YES. You will need either a full SQL server 
 application, or the MSDE version in order for the 
 system to work. This may be installed on the print 
 terminal or an existing server if required, but if 
 you require the full application this will have to 
 be purchased. The MSDE database is only suitable 
 for up to 5 users and no charge is made for this, 
 although you may need a backup utility to close 
 the application if the MSDE version is used.

Q  We have a Citrix network. Will the system run in 
 this environment? 
A  YES. The CheckPrint Solution will run in a Citrix 
 environment.

Other
Q  Do we require a support contract from year 1? 
A  YES. The support contract will commence 
 immediately after installation has been completed.

Q  Is it easy to reprint a cheque? 
A  YES. Reprinting is very simple. The original 
 session is loaded by an operator with reprint 
 rights and the required cheques are selected. 
 The operator is required to enter a reason, which 
 will be stored in the system and a full audit trail 
 of reprinted items is available. Once they have 
 been reprinted the audit number entry procedure 
 commences immediately for security. No additional 
 importing of files is required.

Glossary of Terms
SIF = format files are the international banking 
industry standard for CHAPS payments

MICR = Magnetic Ink Character Recognition.

C&CCC = Cheque and Credit Clearing Company.
The body responsible for the maintenance of 
cheque and credit printing standards on behalf of 
the banks.

CPAS = Cheque Printing Accreditation Scheme.

Pira = An Independent Research and testing 
organisation commissioned by the C&CCC to test 
and certify laser printers for cheque and credit 
printing to ensure compliance with defined 
standards and security levels.

MSDE = Microsoft SQL Server Desktop Engine

The CheckPrint Solution - FAQs
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